Features and Functionality
Tasker is the most secure enterprise collaborative work management
solution available. Engineered to increase productivity and unlock
unrealized potential, Tasker helps individual contributors, managers,
organizational leaders, and executives manage their daily work
and critical projects. Learn how leading government agencies and
enterprises are unleashing their potential with Tasker.

Unlock Your Organization’s Full Potential
Intuitive Interface
Configure portal views and
dashboards to organize work visually
in real-time. Automate reports for
yourself and others across your team,
organization, or the entire enterprise.
Manage Work More Efficiently
Easily create, assign, delegate, route,
and manage tasks for any ServiceNow
workflow. Assign tasks in one-click,
and easily review and approve
existing tasks. Automate scheduled
tasks, transform and consolidate
email requests, spreadsheets, and
attachments into documented,
trackable, and reportable tasks.
Highest Levels of Security
In a world where cybersecurity threats
linger on a daily basis, government
and commerical users of Tasker can
rest assured knowing this solution
was designed with security in
mind. Through our partnership with
ServiceNow, all versions of Tasker
have inherited FedRAMP High and U.S.
Department of Defense (DOD) Impact
Level 5 (IL5) Provisional Authorization
through the ServiceNow National
Security Cloud (NSC), making Tasker
the most secure work management
tool available today.

FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY

Mobile Access
Work happens everywhere and anytime.
Tasker mobile was engineered to provide
the same robust desktop experience in the
palm of your hand. From task management
to reporting, users at all levels in an
organization can easily work smarter and
faster with Tasker mobile.
Flexibility with Best Practices in Mind
Tasker is highly configurable, adapting to
a multitude of organizational structures
while also keeping collaborative work
management best practices in mind. No
matter the team, enterprise, agency, or
user, Tasker unlocks hidden productivity.

Request a Demo:

dtechapps.com

DTech Apps + ServiceNow
Built on the ServiceNow platform, Tasker
helps organizations leverage and unlock
their ServiceNow investment across the
enterprise, keeping total cost of ownership
low and organizational productivity high.
Templates
Leverage simple and robust task templates
or build your own. Tasker enables everyday
users become super users and super
heroes of productivity by allowing for
custom templates. Existing teams can
customize and standardize work to be built
just for them, and make it repeatable for
various scenarios or multiple instances.

